SERVICE DATA SHEET

ISOLATION-view
Real-time answers for P&A

Do you need a quick, accurate yes/no answer about whether you can proceed with abandoning your well? We can help expedite your Plug & Abandonment operations with our rapid 3-hour ISOLATION-view service.

ISOLATION-view takes a quantitative look at cement evaluation and answers these key questions:

• Does your cement meet the minimum footage required to abandon the well?
• Does your well have the minimum interval of continuous cement required?
• Does your well cement comply with industry defined criteria? (e.g. OGUK Well Decommissioning Guidelines)

New cement logging data
We will analyse newly-acquired cement logging data and advise in real-time on whether you can proceed with the abandonment stage of your P&A process.

Historical cement bond data
Using your historical cement bond data, we will provide up-front analysis of your prior bond logging to support fast decision making, remove unnecessary costs from your P&A plans and eliminate uncertainty around re-logging.

Applications
— Qualify and quantify cement bond in real-time
— Determine log response (amplitude, attenuation and impedance)
— Determine bond index coverage percentage to help identify zonal isolation
— Assess well standard against defined criteria (e.g. OGUK Well Decommissioning Guidelines) or operator standards
— Reduce overall operational expense

Benefits
— Faster decision making through clearer results
— Eliminate ambiguity when determining if remedial work is required
— Simplified quick-view report
— Exceptional quality of work from trusted advisors
— Compatible with all major cement evaluation tools including CAST, USIT, RBT, SBT, ABI-43

SALES@READ-ANS.COM
READ-ANS.COM
Our service is truly impartial.

We provide 100% unbiased data analysis and interpretation for all major service company cased hole data.

We can support your operations no matter which technology supplier or tool manufacturer is involved.

With ANSA, you get total transparency of your data.

We have a solid track record in data analysis spanning three decades and our team of expert analysts have more than 150 years of combined experience.

So your data really is in safe and qualified hands.

All ANSA reports adhere to our stringent quality control process as part of our robust quality management system, and each analysis is peer reviewed to guarantee excellence every time in the survey overview and objectives; data quality; processing and analysis steps; interpretation results; and field paperwork.

**ISOLATION-view includes:**

**STEP 1**  Processing and quality control of cement evaluation data
**STEP 2**  Performing our Fast Turn Around (FTA) analysis
**STEP 3**  Delivering our report to you in under 3 hours

We will calculate your total cement zonal isolation and total continuous cemented zone and clearly display these on the report front cover.